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where to find cases

general points

case reporting
As with any other legal system, the way precedents operate in France depends 
much on being able to gain access to cases relevant to the issue under consideration. 
Unreported cases have little chance of developing into precedents.

Access to precedents is achieved in France through a system of case reporting 
which, as will be seen, is essentially private and is largely a matter of choice and dis-
cretion on the part of the courts themselves or that of the editor of the particular 
series of reports in his charge. / is system is by no means comprehensive. Although 
decisions handed down by the highest courts constitute the vast majority of decisions 
published in law reports, only a small percentage of the thousands given each year 
by these courts are published. In recent years one can observe a tendency in French 
law reports to publish a greater number of court of appeal and lower court decisions 
than formerly. However, these still represent only a small proportion and are, in the 
majority of cases, reported in summary form. Unreported decisions (cited as inédit) 
can be obtained in transcript form directly from the court itself. Additionally, a high 
percentage of unreported court decisions have become accessible through compu-
terised systems such as Juris-Data (see below). / e use of online legal information 
systems has, in recent years, given rise in France to a substantial growth in the num-
ber of readily available judgment reports. However, in contrast with what has hap-
pened in a system such as England, this growth has not degenerated into a situation 
whereby courts have been burdened with a weight of sometimes inappropriate and 
unnecessary authority, deployed by advocates in the argument of a case, with the 
consequence that it has caused a reduction in the e9  ciency of litigation. In England, 
this situation prompted the then Lord Chief Justice to issue in 2001 (with immedi-
ate e? ect on 9 April 2001) a practice direction laying down a number of rules as to 
what material could be cited in court in civil matters, and this with a view to limiting 
the citation of previous authority to cases that were relevant and useful to the court. 
/ e di? erence in the circumstances of the French and the English legal systems lies 
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in the status attached to case law. / e absence of the rule of stare decisis in French 
law, with its corollary that court decisions are not ‘authorities’ in a technical sense, 
renders meaningless the establishment of a system of standard rules for the citation 
of authority in court.

case citation
French decisions are not, in the vast majority of cases, cited by the names of the par-
ties. / e way in which French decisions are cited is, C rst, to specify the name of the 
court, in abbreviated form, followed by the full date of the decision. It is important 
when dealing with French case law to pay particular attention to the full date, as 
more than one decision can be given by the same court during the same year, month 
or even day! Also, it is essential to know the abbreviated form of the court’s name. 
Here is some guidance on the main abbreviations used in case citations.

/ e decisions of the Court of Cassation are cited by the name of the division 
(chambre) which has heard the case followed by the date of the decision. / e Court of 
Cassation sits in six divisions, namely:

chambre criminelle, (a) cited as crim., (criminal cases)

première chambre civile, (b) cited as civ. 1re, (family law, contracts)

deuxième chambre civile, (c) cited as civ. 2e, (divorce, torts, civil procedure)

troisième chambre civile, (d) cited as civ. 3e, (property, leases, construction law)

chambre commerciale et � nancière, (e) cited as com., (commercial and 
business law)

chambre sociale, (f) cited as soc., (employment, social security).

/ us, an example of citation of a Court of Cassation decision would be:

‘Com., 10 février 2009’.

Court of appeal decisions are cited by the name of the town in which the court 
is situated, sometimes prefaced by CA for Cour d’Appel, followed by the date, 
such as:

‘Paris, 22 mars 2006’ or ‘CA Paris, 22 mars 2006’.

In administrative law, in addition to the name of the court and the date, cases are 
also referred to by the plainti? ’s name such as:

‘CE [for Conseil d’État] 20 octobre 1989, Nicolo [name of the plainti? ] or, ‘CE 24 
Mars 2006, Société KPMG et autres’.

A similar method of citation applies to leading private law cases, in a slightly dif-
ferent form. / us:
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‘Arrêt Franck, Ch. Réunies, [for, Chambres Réunies, the former name for the 
current Assemblée Plénière of the Court of Cassation], 2 décembre 1941’ or ‘Arrêt 
Perruche, Ass. Plén., 17 novembre 2000’.

What follows is a brief description of the style used for correctly citing cases which 
are to be found in the most widely used French law reports.

law reports

official reports
/ e most important and widely used o9  cial source of law reports in the French legal 
system are the Bulletins de la Cour de Cassation. / ese Bulletins date back to 1798 
and consist of two separate monthly series of publications. One is the Bulletin criminel 
(cited Bull. crim.), for cases heard by the single criminal ‘chamber’ of the Court of 
Cassation. / e other is Bulletin civil (cited Bull. civ.) for civil cases. / e latter is bulkier 
than the former, the reason being that it is divided into C ve parts (cited I, II, III, IV and 
V) to reX ect the C ve civil ‘chambers’ of the Court of Cassation. In addition, the Bulletin 
civil contains a preliminary part reporting the decisions handed down in Assemblée 
Plénière (cited as Ass. Plén.) and Chambre Mixte (cited as Ch. Mixte). In each of the 
Bulletins cases are reported chronologically and are numbered consecutively. / ey are 
also reported in full but, unlike private law reports, decisions are not annotated or 
commented on. / e complete form of case citation in the Bulletins is made up of:

the ‘chamber’ of the court that has delivered the decision(a) 

the date(b) 

the series (criminal or civil)(c) 

the number of that part of the (d) Bulletin in which the decision can be found 
(for civil cases only)

the number of the case as designated by the (e) Bulletin.

/ us:

‘Civ. 2, 15 janvier 2004, Bull. civ. II, 6’,

is the decision of the second civil chamber of the Court of Cassation, dated 15 
January 2004 and reported in the Bulletin civil, second part, with the number 6.

/ e Court of Cassation itself decides what decisions need to be published amongst 
the thousands it delivers each year. / e decisions selected for publication are those 
which are likely to have some relevance in the formation of precedents.
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semi-official reports
/ ese are mainly:

Recueil des décisions du Conseil d’État(a) , also called Recueil Lebon (cited Rec., 
Leb. or Lebon followed by page number), is published by Dalloz under the patron-
age of the Conseil d’État. Lebon publishes most of the decisions given by the Conseil 
d’État (cited CE), the decisions of the Tribunal des Con) its (cited Trib. ConX . or TC), 
as well as important judgments given by the lower administrative courts. Every year 
there are C ve issues, each divided into several parts corresponding to the di? erent 
categories of administrative courts. Within each part, cases are classiC ed in chrono-
logical order. At the end of the annual collected volume a table analytique is pro-
vided listing the decisions reported within it in the given year, arranged according 
to subject matter, together with a short digest of other decisions which could not be 
reported in full in the main body of the volume itself. Also, since cases decided by 
the administrative courts are cited by the name of the plainti? , case search is con-
siderably facilitated by the alphabetical table of the plainti? s’ names which is also 
provided. Here is an example of case citation in the Recueil Lebon:

‘CE 12 janvier 2007 Fernandez, Lebon 424’.

Recueil des décisions du Conseil Constitutionnel (b) (cited Rec., followed 
by page number) is published by Dalloz under the patronage of the Conseil 
Constitutionnel. Each annually published, single volume contains the full text, 
in chronological order, of the decisions given by the Conseil. At the end of the 
volume there is an analytical table of cases, classiC ed by subject matter, with a 
separate synopsis in English to give foreign readers easy access to French consti-
tutional case law. / e citation of the Conseil Constitutionnel ’s decisions is made 
up of the roll number of the decision within the year, followed by letters indicating 
in abbreviated form the nature of the Conseil’s involvement, e.g. AN (for élections 
législatives), DC (for déclaration de conformité) or L (for examen de forme législa-
tive), the full date, the reference to the subject matter of the statute submitted for 
scrutiny (optional), and the name of the Recueil in abbreviated form followed by 
the page number, such as:

‘no. 2008–568 DC du 7 août 2008, Loi portant rénovation de la démocratie sociale 
et réforme du temps de travail, Rec. 352’.

It may be noted that the quickest and most e? ective way to access the Conseil 
Constitutionnel decisions is on the Conseil’s website (see below under ‘Online 
Resources’) where a list of the Conseil’s decisions is provided in chronological order 
for a given year (with the full text of the most important decisions), along with a 
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comprehensive set of bibliographical references to commentaries made on those 
decisions.

private reports
Private reports are known in France as recueils de jurisprudence. / e most widely 
used are:

Recueil Dalloz (a) (cited D. followed by year). Dalloz and Sirey were originally 
two separate series named aa er their founders, Désiré Dalloz and Jean-Baptiste 
Sirey, until they C nally merged in 1965. Prior to its merger with Sirey, Dalloz went 
through a series of changes since its establishment in 1845. From 1924 to 1941 the 
series was split into a monthly publication, Dalloz périodique (cited D.P. followed by 
the relevant part of the yearly volume, either 1 or 2), which later became Dalloz cri-
tique (cited D.C.), and a weekly one, Dalloz hebdomadaire (cited D.H.) later renamed 
Dalloz analytique (cited D.A.). Recueil Dalloz is today a weekly publication which, 
since 2007, consists of two main parts:

/ e C rst part entitled (i) Actualités is subdivided into actualité législative 
(where selected recent statutory instruments are reported), actualité 
générale (information related to conferences, new publications, and also 
continuing education), and also actualité jurisprudentielle (where landmark 
and important cases are fully reported with an elaborate commentary 
and followed by other case summaries previously known as informations 
rapides).

/ e second part is called ‘(ii) Études et commentaires’ and consists mainly of 
various scholarly studies or Chroniques cited Ch. or chron.; a Panorama 
(formerly known as sommaires commentés) where the law in a given area 
(i.e. criminal law, human rights law, etc.) over a given period of time is 
presented and commented upon in summary; several Notes (formerly 
known as jurisprudence), which are further commentaries on fully reported 
recent judicial decisions. 

It should be noted that, prior to 2001, Recueil Dalloz consisted of C ve parts (Chroniques, 
Jurisprudence, Sommaires commentés, Informations Rapides and Législation), num-
bered separately in each part. However, users should be made aware that today the 
page numbering is continuous.

Here is an example of post-2001 correct case citation in the Dalloz:

‘Cass. 1ère civ. 30 septembre 2003, D. 2004, 1551, note Agostini’
meaning the decision given by the C rst civil chamber of the Court of Cassation on 30 
September 2003 to be found in Recueil Dalloz year 2004 at page 1551 in the jurispru-
dence part with a note by Agostini.
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In the Dalloz, case search is facilitated by the existence of annual tables made up 
of a classiC cation of cases by subject arranged in alphabetical order, together with a 
separate chronological index of decisions.

Semaine juridique (b) or Juris-classeur périodique (cited Sem. Jur. or JCP followed 
by year), published since 1929, is like Dalloz a very important weekly law report. 
It is issued as a general publication (sometimes, but not always, cited as G) as well 
as being published in a number of specialised titles amongst which can be found 
Administration et Collectivités Territoriales (cited A), Notariale et Immobilière (cited 
N) and Entreprise et A7 aires (cited E). Unlike with Dalloz, JCP citations do not have 
page numbers. Instead, learned articles, cases and statutes are individually and con-
secutively numbered in their respective parts (see examples below). / e content of 
the general publication is similar to Dalloz but with a di? ering presentation of four 
main parts (in 2009 this presentation is being altered).

Doctrine (i) (cited as I, followed by number of item): academic writing.

Jurisprudence (ii) (cited as II): cases in full with commentaries sometimes 
called observations (cited as obs) instead of note.

Textes (iii) (cited as III): legislation.

Sommaires (iv) (cited as IV): case summaries. Before 1998 these sommaires were 
called Tableaux de jurisprudence.

Example of citation in the JCP:
‘Cass. 1ère civ., 4 octobre 2005, JCP 2005, IV, 3345’ meaning a decision given by 

the C rst civil chamber of the Court of Cassation on 4 October 2005 to be found in 
the Semaine Juridique, general publication, year 2005, part sommaires, item number 
3345.

/ e most important cases appear at the same time both in the Dalloz and in the 
JCP but they are not commented upon by the same author, which allows readers to 
compare and contrast the views and approaches taken on these decisions from separ-
ate perspectives. As with Dalloz, the Semaine Juridique also provides a subject index 
and a chronological index of cases in the format of tables.

La Gazette du Palais (c) (cited Gaz. Pal. or GP, followed by year) is a law report 
primarily intended for practitioners, as reX ected in its style of presentation and its 
content. As with the two former reports already described, Gazette du Palais con-
tains academic writing (doctrine), legislation, jurisprudence and case summaries 
(classiC ed either under the heading of sommaires et décisions, or under sommaires 
annotés, or panoramas), each part being separately numbered. However, learned 
articles and case notes are shorter, with a more practical approach to legal issues. 
Gazette du Palais appears three times a week in the form of a journal. However, every 
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two months, subscribers receive a very handy paperback issue to replace the weekly 
journals.

(Note that, formerly, Gazette du Palais’s citations usually indicated the year and 
the semester (1 or 2), as well as the page, such as:

‘CA Douai, 11 janvier 1995, Gaz. Pal. 1995, 2, 543’ meaning decision given by the Court of 
Appeal of Douai on 11 January 1995, reported in the Gazette du Palais for the year 1995, 
second semester, part jurisprudence, page 543.)

In recent years, citation practice has tended to include the date of the particular 
issue where the decision appears, e.g.:

‘Cass. Com. 4 janvier 2005, Gaz. Pal. 15/16 Avril 2005, note Charles-Edouard Brault’.

/ e Gazette du Palais tables are much more detailed than the tables to be found 
in Dalloz or Semaine Juridique. In particular these tables include, in their digests, 
references to decisions published in approximately thirty other law reports and spe-
cialist reviews. / ey appear in a separate yearly publication (two volumes), under 
the name of tables annuelles de jurisprudence, and serve as a legal encyclopaedia in 
which cases are classiC ed and summarised by subject matter. / ey provide a com-
plete statement of case law in a concise form and are one of the most useful sources 
for legal research.

specialised reviews 
Alongside traditional recueils are specialised reviews which, though mainly consist-
ing of a number of leading articles, also feature, in their specialist area, briefcase notes 
or a special section devoted to case analysis. / e most prestigious are: Revue trimes-
trielle de droit civil (cited RTDC, RTDciv., or Rev. trim. dr. civ.), revue du droit public 
et de la science politique (cited RDP or Rev. dr. publ.), Revue française de droit con-
stitutionnel (cited RFDC or RFDconst.), Revue de science criminelle et de droit pénal 
comparé (cited RSC or Rev. sc. crim.), Actualité juridique de droit administratif (cited 
AJ or AJDA), Répertoire du Notariat Defrénois (cited Rep. Not., Defrénois, or Déf.).

grands arrêts series 
/ e Grands Arrêts series of casebooks, published by Dalloz, is a valuable and accessible 
source of leading cases in the core areas of law. Each book in the series provides, for its 
designated area of law, the full text of leading decisions with detailed commentaries and 
numerous references to past cases. / ey are regularly updated. / e main ones are:

L. Favoreu and L. Philip, (a) Les Grandes Décisions du Conseil Constitutionnel, 
14th edn, 2007.
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H. Capitant, F. Terré, and Y. Lequette, (b) Les Grands Arrêts de la Jurisprudence 
Civile, 2 Vols, 12th edn, 2007 (Vol. 1), 2008 (Vol. 2).

M. Long, P. Weil, G. Braibant, P. Delvolvé, and B. Genevois, (c) Les Grands 
Arrêts de la Jurisprudence Administrative, 16th edn, 2007.

J. Pradel and A. Varinard, (d) Grands Arrêts du Droit Pénal Général, 6th edn, 
2007.

newspapers 
French newspapers do not publish case reports within the body of their papers as 
B e Times does in England for example. However, Le Monde, in its column headed 
France, does, though not regularly, provide some coverage of cases heard by the 
courts. / is coverage only reports information on cases in journalistic style with a 
view to keeping its readers abreast of current developments. In this respect it cannot 
be compared to ordinary law reports as described above and thus cannot be consid-
ered a reliable source of case law.

online resources

official online legal information systems 
/ e most widely used o9  cial online legal information system available in France is 
Legifrance at <http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr>. / is is a free database which was cre-
ated by a government Décret no. 2002–1064 of 7 August 2002. It stores a wide range 
of legislative material including lois, décrets, arrêtés published in the Journal OD  ciel 
since 1990 as well as the full text of each code (some of them fully translated into 
English and Spanish).

Case law database includes:

Court of Cassation decisions published in the (i) Bulletin since 1960.

 (ii) Conseil d’État decisions reported in the Recueil Lebon since 1967.

 A selection of lower courts decisions (including administrative courts of (iii) 
appeal decisions since 1989 and lower administrative courts decisions 
since 1965).

Decisions given by the (iv) Conseil Constitutionnel since its creation in 1958. 

In addition Legifrance provides links with European and international sources 
(treatises, directives, case law).
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Apart from Legifrance, the main o9  cial databases for case law are those of the 
three highest courts in France:

<http://www.conseil-constitutionnel.fr>
<http://www.conseil-etat.fr>
<http://www.courdecassation.fr>

Whilst the website for the Conseil Constitutionnel gives all decisions since 1958, the 
year in which the Conseil was set up, the other two are less exhaustive, giving only a 
selection of leading cases in a given year.

More generally, it is worth looking at the French Ministry of Justice website, which 
is a well-designed site, with good graphics. Apart from providing inside information 
on the French legal system and details on current law reform, it also provides direct 
links to the other main o9  cial French legal websites and has, therefore, become a 
very convenient point of entry for accessing legal material. See <http://www.justice.
gouv.fr>.

fee-based databases 
/ e most popular fee-based service providers are:

LexisNexis, <http://www.lexisnexis.fr>, also accessible through <http://(i) 
www.juris-classeur.com>, which gives access to approximately 1,200,000 
decisions, a large number of them being stored in the well-known and 
widely used database Juris-Data. Juris-Data was created in 1971 by Editions 
Techniques, today known as Juris-classeur-Lexis Nexis (publisher of the law 
journal Semaine Juridique) and is a unique source of unreported court of 
appeal decisions. Search technique is by way of key words or phrases (BAIL), 
legal concepts (ERREUR SUR LA SUBSTANCE), code or statute provisions 
(ARTICLE 1 LOI 5 JUILLET 1985), date of the case (17–9-2000), name of 
the parties (JAND’HEUR), name of the court (CASSATION) or Juris-Data 
case number (no. 024 055). / e database does not rely on full-text research, 
but rather on abstrats (abstracts) and summaries. However, decisions in 
full-text format can also be found on the site.

LamylinereX ex, <http://www.lamylinereX ex.fr>, is a database of legislation (ii) 
and case law similar to LexisNexis published by Lamy, publishers to 
professionals.
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